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Paving Will Be Ten Indictments Are Returned
DoneIn Murray., With Most Fr Child Desertion
I
This

- The Septeiliber Grand Jury Maintaining a Public Nuisancee
made their report yesterday to Commonwealth vs Willie Ode*
'Judge R. H. Lovett, Sr. Ten Reed. Child Desertion; Truman
The Murray City Council met Indictments were rendered and Webb, Uttering fotger and counin special session on Tuesday j the full report made.
terfeit check, Brown Cavitt, Child
at 7:00 o'clock to take care of
Nine of the indictments are Desertion; Franklin Barnes, Child
business which it 4d been un- las follows: Commonwealth OP Desertion; Isiah Jones, Child De-.
able to handle irr- the regular Kentucky
Mary ,R1Styland, sertion; James Mesgrow, Child
sessions.
Desertion; U. S. Lamb, Child
Stevenson delivers a 30-minute
Much of the session was taken
Desertion; Fred Wilkerson, Issutalk over all three national teleup' by City Attorney Nat Ryan
ing Cold Check.
vision networks and four radio
Hughes who detailed the duties
The other three indicements
networks at 9:30 p.m. EDT to
and responsibilities of the mayor
are not being printed until warsignal the formal start of his
and council in a third class
rents have been served on the
Democratic
presidential
camcity.
parties involved.
Campaign Manager Jame'; A
paign.
The council voted to retain
Jacqueline- HalIon, daughThe full report of the Grand
Between 5,000 and 10,000 per- Finnegan said the Democrats
the services of the Industrial ter of Mr. and Mrs. William C. Jury is as follows:
sons are expected to pay $50 a will pay $200,000 for the radio
Miller,
Development
Board
in
the
Route
matter
amoung
3,
is
the
We, the members of the Sepplate at a cold buffet dinner to and television time for this
of zoning of the city. This fifty-one first year stuitects at tember, 1956 Grand Jury of the
heat Stevenson's speech in the single "saturation" broadcast.
service
cents
costs
the
8
per
capita,
Woman's
litedical College. of Calloway Circuit Court. respect.It was reported Stevenson reFarm Show Building here.
based on the 1950 census. Com- Pennsylvania
in
Philadelphia, fully submit the folliu ing report:
Press Secretary Clayton Fritch- ceived pledges of encu.gh money
Zoning
will
of the city
plete
Pa.
ey declined to comment on the at a fund-raising dinner to cover
-be recommended by the board
After attendingMuy'TläIhWe would report that we have
topic of the speech but said it the cost of tonight's broadcast.
with the city in mind fifteen ing .'High School, Mrs. Hanoi; finished our, work and return
MURRAY TRAINING made an excellent showing in their division
will "develop one of the import- One source placed the amount
of
the
State
- years from today.
received her B.S. degree at Misr
!
. herewith twelve (12) indictraised at $325,000.
Junior Dairy Show. Pictured are, from 1,:ft,
•
Donald Neville, Billy Mayfield, John
The council accepted the bid ray State College,
ments.
While Stevenson worked on
E. Foster, Bobby Meador, Charles Outland, and Earl Richerson. These
boys placed of the Middlewest Roads Co. id
The Woman's Medical College
his speech, Kefauver was schedI I.
second or third in each of the the Jersey Classes shown
Gilbertsville to do paving in of Pennsylvania is the oldest
uled to drive 25 miles to speak
Nee report that we have inMurray this fall.
'and
the
only
medical_
college
at the county fair at York — in
The cost to the resident in for women in the Western Herui- spected the physical properties
Ezell and Preston Barrett
the same congressional district as ADD Murray Training
belonging to the County; namely,
oer
cents
Murray
will
65
be
sphere.
Since
its
Thirteen head of Jersey aniestablishment in the
Senior Calf — Blue. Jerry
President Eisenhower's GettysCounty Farm, Court Hous
The
paving
'
for
foot
the
lineal
Mu
it
has
graduated more than
mals were shown by nine mem- Hale, Ralph Oliver, Billie Mayburg farm.
exact areas to be paved in the 2400 women from every state Jail and Health Center. We find:
bers of the Murray Training field.
Nearly Ike's Neighbors
the buildings on the County'
city are not known at this time. in the nation and 39 foreign
Junior Yearling — Blue, Billie
In his prepared speech. Ke- FFA at the Annual Kentucky
Farm to be in good state of
The residents on any street who countries.
Mayfield.
fauver noted his listeners were State Fair FFA Dairy Show,
repair except for one chimney
wish the street to be paved
Murray Training also did it"practically neighbors" of Mr.
or flue which should be repaired
Senior Yearling — Blue, Bobcontact Paul Buchanan
should
self
proud
in
the
FFA
showman- by Meador.
Eisenhower He said he felt sure
The occupants of the home are
City Street Superintendent at the
WASHINGTON, -Sept. 3 48 — they would "welcome him back ship contest, placing three of its
being cared for satisfactorily.. The
city hall for the proper proTwo Year Old Cows — Blue,
Secretary of State John Feeler to Gottsburg next January and members in the top five showHtalth Center is a credit to ow
be
followed
to
cedure
getting
in
•
Dulles said today the United! tia .the retirement he so richly men in the state. They weip Jerry Hale, Charles Outland.
County.
Kentuetry. borne demon- the street paved.
Walter'-Lee Steele's
Three and Four- Tar (Tr d
States does not intend to shoot deserves."
Disraurt.• age 81,
:
, bobby lifelk-'
The Osairl. Jury would reconteeriplated
Paving
•
-eltilf
by
stration
agents,
Mrs.
Florence
C.
Tiline, Ky. died tit the Riverside conimAd that
it'./ay through the Suez Canal
Cows — Blue, Jimmy Thompson,
Kefauver observed that in dis- dor and Jimmy Thompson.
the Fiscal Court
the
city
time
present
the
at
is
Bennett
of
McCracken
Hospital in Paducah on August should,
County,
The boys with entries in each Walter Lee Steeley. Charles Outor enter any shooting war if cussing farm policies at his press
if possible, expend some
runs
the
the
that
W.
street
by
and
Miss
Sunshine
Colley, Mar29.
Egypt tries to block the canal. conference Tuesday, the Presi- class ranked according to the land,
money to tile or rework the
shall County, will receive re- Z. Carter School and connects
Survivors include two' daugh- men's restroom
At the same time Dulles ap- dent spoke out against "get rich ribbons they won, follows:
Aged Cows — Blue, Charles
in the Count
-,
South
Irvan
with
street
13th
ters, Mrs. Lydia Edmonds, MurJunior Calf — Red. Wayne_ Outland.
pealed to Egypt to accept the quick" schemes.
Sreet. The city will pay half ray, and Mrs. Myrtly Jones, House; however, we find the
new Western - sponsered "esers
Kefauver charged the Presi• and the school board half. This Fort Worth, Texas...Four sons, restroom -to be clean. The Jail
association" to assure freedom of dent was talking "in completely
in good condition.
!paving does not include the Jiof -Paducah, litues of-De- was
ml
navigation in the canal. Dulles cynical fashion about Democratic
. III.
!parking lot at the rear of the troit, Mich., Joe of Grand Rivers,
called the plan a basis for "a efforts to maintain a prosperous
We would further report that.
school, however the school board Ky., and George Jr. of Tiline.
just, yet peaceful settlement" of family farm economy."
we have made an' investigation
may pave this area themselves.
Two brothers, Otis - Dismore of into the
the Suez crisis.
The Tennessean said the farm
drowning of Stanley
Calvert
City,
and
Everett
Disguiles said there is no inten- policy of Mr. Eisenhower and
Walker. We find no evidence
more,
Wyatt,
grand
Mo.,
23
chil- of any criminal agency which
tiNR on the part of the West to Agriculture Secretary Ezra T.
Wasp nests can be eliminated
from under the eve of houses ;•.•
impose a Suez settlement on Benson has been a "get poor
caused or contributed to his
--Funevai—serviein—were held at death.
Egypt. He said it is fantastic quick" pollel.
by btfril1n4 thenio—
aTI: but Charlie
dren'
the Smith Funeral Chapel in
that anyone might think this the
Bailey of East Sycamore would
He said farm prices today are
IV.
Smithland on Sept. 3 with HaIndian
recommend that the burning
case.
The Grand Jury would•finally
Prime
Minister 20 per cent below the same
rold Council officiating. Burial report to this Court that
The program of work for the process be shortened as much
Nehru earlier today criticized month in 1952, and the purciiasthey
was in Leonard Cemetery in have investigated all offenses of
the "user association" plan as ing power of farm commodities Federation Officers was studied as possible.
County.
Marshall
at
a
training
Charlie. was burning out some
whatever nature brought to their
an "imposed solution" freight is at its lowest August level in
Meeting in Mayfield
---Patt- Bearers were: Sid Ring- attention by the Commonwealth
on Tuesday, September 11. The wasps yesterday but he burned
with "grave consequences."
16 years.
Long;
Charlie
staff;
Evitts,
Cecil
State goals were accepted and too long and caught his house
Attorney, County Attorney, and
Dulles outlined the U.S. posiThe Calloway County Oil In- Clyde McDonald; Elmo Crawford
the district goals set up. The on fire. The Fire Department
other County officials, as wail
tion at a press conference packdustry Information Committee and tomar Paris. —
first of October is when the was called at 11:45 and after
as all offenses of which they
ed)by about 175 reporters. He
met on Wednesday in Murray.
Calloway County Homemakers about ten minutes WO'k put
have personal knowledge, and
read a 700-word prepared stateMI Sunshine Colley
E., T. Winchester, Ashind Oil
Federation Goals will be decided out the blaze with the help of cognition
that they have either teturnad
ment and then answered quesfor distinguished serv- Company, presided' and introthe booster tank.
on.
indictments, dismissed, or refertions.
ice in their counties at the duced D.P. Carroll of the StandMONROE, Mich., Sept. 13 88
The following homemakers atred to the next Grand Jury Wa
Little damage resulted from annual meeting of
President Eisenhower approved
the Home ard Oil Cometany and Shirley Patients admitted from Monday
of such offenses..
Dulles' statement in advance — Three persons were killed tended the training meeting* Mrs. the blaze. Only fatalities were Demonstration- Agent's Associa- Roberts of the Sinclair
ComOil
4:30 p.m. to Wednesday noon.
Respectfully submitted,
during a telephone conference and six others seriously injured Sarah Harper, East Hazel; Mrs. the washps which were burned tion in Chicago, Oct. 28-31.
pany, who are representatives of
Mrs. Othel Paschall, Rt. 1,
Calloway County Grand Jury
from his Gettysburg, Pa.. farm early today in a head-on collision Richard Armstrong, Penny; Mrs. out and then some.
The honor, to be awarded to the OlIC in this area for a two Hazel; Mr.
Wm. Claude Butler,
near here between a Greyhound Wayne Hardy, Wadesboro; Mrs.
By Wilson, Gantt, Foreman
this morning.
68 agents from 38 states, is in weeks period.
Re. 1., Benton; Mrs. Henry BillLeiner Fisk, South Murray; and
Mr. Eisenhower will fly back bus and a truck-trailer.
recognition of an ageni's service
Principal topics of. discussion ington, Rt. 3, Murray: Mrs. Grace
Two of the dead were pas- Home Demonstration Agent, Mrs.
here Friday to confer with Austo the people of her county, at the meeting were the Ameri- Brandon,
Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Trutrian Prime Minister Robert sengers on the bus Which was Barletta A. Wrather. Miss Leona
and of her devotion to the aims can Petroleum Institute school
man Stalls. 408 No. 4th St..
Mrnzies who headed a five-na- en route to Detroit from Pitts- Gillette and Miss Wilma Vanand ideals of the Extension Serv- program and Oil Progress Week
Murray: Mrs. James O'Daniel
tion committee which tried vain- burgh and the other victim was diver from the extension deThe Ledger and Times is in ice.
planning.
and baby girl. Rt. 3, Benton;
ly to sell Dulles' international- the driver of the truck. Identifi- pertinent of the University met receipt of a note from Mrs.
Miss Colley, who has been
The API school program con- Mrs. W. T. Turner. Rt. 1, Alma;
cation of the dead and injured with the group.
ization plan to Egypt.
.
Otry Pascliall is resins satis- home agent in Bell, Casey and sists ,of' a series of teaching aids
Mrs. Morris Walker. West Olive,
was not immediately available.
is resting satis- Marshall Counties, received her for secondary school students in
Mr' Paschall
'
Murray.
The accident occurred when
factorily after undergoing major bachelor's and master's degreet science, sociology and economics.
The tax notices for the county
the two vehicles collided head-on
!surgery.
from the University of Kentucky. The materials are made available
are now ready and have been
with the truck bursting into
Mrs. Paschall and Mrs. Wil- Realizing the importance of bet- free to every school in t h c
mailed out according to Sheriff
flames and setting the bus afire.
liam Furches are at his bedside. ter nutrition, she has stressed country through
Brigham Futrell.
members of
Police said the bus was carryFor those who Wish to write the importance of the use of county 011C organizations.
The books are open and taxGene A. Tyler of Graves ing 24 persons. Besides the two
to Mr. Paschall his address is raw fruits and vegetables in
payers can -come in at anytime
Oil Progress Week will be held
Cganty has been added to the dead, six of the bus riders were
as follows: Room 3301. Third school lunches as well is on 00tober 14-20 this
to pay their tax.w. Sheriff-Futrell
year and the
'Douglas High School faculty and hospitalized in serious condition
said.
A series ot revival services Floor, Vanderbilt Hospital. Nash- the family table. Her leadership group is arranging films, speakpassengers
remaining
16
the
and
his duties
began
Wednesday,
Is' reflected in the 93 farm ers and special
IV taxes are paid before Nowill begin at the Goshen Meth- ville, Tennessee,
presentations for
September 5. Professor Tyler is were treated for minor injuries
families that completed their clubs and groups
Calloway County Homemakers vember 1 a discount of 2 per
odist Church on Sunday eventhat
during
released.
and
ta graduate of A&I State Univergoals in the Ferrer and Home week.
I have selected slip- covers and cent can be realized, he said.
Officers said they were clues- ing. September 16.
sity of Nashville, Tenn., holding
Development program, in a club
I draperies for their major lessons
In termer years the city of
Services will be held daily 'at
Attending
the
meeting
passengers
released
the
tioning
were:
a B.S. degree.
membership of, 750 in 26 4-H
2:30 and 7:30 p.m. Rev. Walter
Burton Young, Texas Co.; C. M. during 1956-57. Miss Jane Jones. Murray used the county tax' list,
He holds a permanent profes- at the Monroe County sheriff's
women
of
400
clubs, and
in 20
E. Mischke, District SuperintenBaker. Ky. Lake Oil Co., and Home Specialist from the Uni- but this year the city took its
sional high school certificate and office in hopes of finding out
homemakers clubs.
dent of the Paris District MethA. C. Koertner, Gulf Refining versity of Kentucky, met here own list
will teach science and industrial how the crash occurred. They
with the following homemakers
Co.
said "we're not learning much odist Churches, will be the visitLouisville — The annual week
arts.
pe plan the lessons: Mrs. James
because most of these people ing evangelist.
tof prayer for state missions will
Harris. Mrs. Glen Kelso, Mrs.
Everyone is cordially invited be observed
were asleep at the time and
Lynn
by Kentucky Baptist
Bill Wrather, Mrs. Willie Adams,
to attend.
they're still pretty shook up."
women in communities through1 Mrs. Macon Blankenship. Mrs.
They said traffic was being
out the state next week.
Dewey Bazzell, Mrs. Lendon Fisk,
HENDERSON. Sept. 13 48 —
re-routed around the crash area
The women, members of '1,250
Friends an. neighbors gathered
The Lynn Grove FHA held Mrs. Richard Armtsrong, Mrs.
A fire which ,broke out in the
although the wreckage was
local Woman's Missionary Socie- at the
e of Glen Harris their
Freshman
initiation
on
R.
E.
Kelly.
Mrs.
Dennis
Boyd.
By UNITED PRESS
Charles T. W. Argue tobacco
"pretty well removed" from the
ties, will gather in their churches on F •.ay. September 7 and Monday, September 10. The inMrs. S. R. Curd. Mrs. Alice factory at 11 p.m. Wednesday
Southwes1 Kentucky — Partly road because of the great number
Monday through Friday to stud,. na• ted his tobacco crop. Mr. formal initiation was held in
Mrs.
Steely,
Ernestbergei,
Mrs._ destroyed both it and the Soaper
cloudy and hot today, tonight of curious onlookers.
WASHINGTON,- Sept. 13 ltrl — a phase of state missions each
arris has been ill for some the morning and the formal Bob Moore and Mrs. Lowell
and Friday with chance of
tobacco warehouse across t h e•
The Public Health Service re- day. On Friday they tatill bri
time.
initiation
was
held
on!
Monday
Palmer
thundershowers Friday afternoon
street before it was brought
ported today that polio cases an offering.
helping
Those
Friday
last
were
afternoon
after
school.
EXPERT ON WOLVES
lessons for each month under control early this morning.
or night. High today and todropped last week !for the secProceeds of the of
ng are Perry
Harrison, Dow
Jones.
Following
ceremony,,
t
h
c
a
is as follows: September - Style
morrow in mid 90s. Low tonight
No exact estimate of damage
ptist Wo- James Harris. if. S. Rogers, supper 'was spread in the park
LADYSMITH, Wis. (IPI — Mrs. ond straight week. It was fur- applied by Kentuck
Trends: October - What is New was available bur fire department
61'to 70.
ther evidence that t h e 1956 man's Missionapi
nion to sa- EuraI Anders, Burie Harrison. and the group went to a movie.
rinvis
ilhiD
negf
Nsoe7mber- and company officials indicated
:en.
yrnaendFuc
season has passe* its peak.
laries of state missionaries and Herman Rogers, Jack Harrison,
Those
initiated
were
Reds Sa
et
in ffro
Decem- it was certain to roil into "hunSome 5;30 a.m. temperatures: Barbara Bradshaw can now tall
The service said 847 new cases other w
ers. W.M.U. camps Martin Rogers, Fred . Harrison, Brandon,. Casole,n Camh Jeanette
Foods: January - Tieing
ber
Covington 68, Louisville 67, Pa- herself an expert when it tomes were reported in the nation last and yodfh activities, conStruCri-On
theusande of dollars."
Carman Farley, Jess Jones, Hu- Causey. Janice Cook, Mary Ann Springs; February - Drapes. Mar- dreds
ducah 65, Bowling Green 00, to handling wolves. When her week compaired to 887 for the of pew churches in mission areas,
The Evansville, Ind . fire debert Deering ,Edwin Warren. Toy Farris. Shirley Lassiter, Son ea ch - Planning Slip Covers. April
London 58, Lexington 66 and car hit a real wolf, she finished previous week. It was the smal-,..earver School of mission and
partment sent a pumper and
Darnell and Calvert Harris.
Miller, Loretta Paschall, Janice - Fitting and Joining: May
. Hopkinsville 65.
off the wild animal with a lest total, for a comparable week social work. Negro Baptist work.
Their work was highly ap- Sims, Deanne Tarry and Dian Joining and Finishing; June - crew to help the Henderson
Evansville, Ind 67.
department battle the spectacular
screwdriver.
I of any year since 1947.
I mountain schools. etc.
preciated by the Harris family. 1 Taylor.
Crafts.
blaze. _

-

Mrs. Jacqueline
Hallon Enroll In
Medical Colleg
-Mrs.
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Home Agents
Will Receive
High Honor

Death Of George
Dismore Reported

You Can Burn Out
Wasps, But Don't
Burn Too Long

Hospital News

Otry Paschall Is
Resting Well

I.

Tax Books
Now Open

Goshen To
Hold Revival

Gene Tyler Is
Added To Douglass

sr,

Oil Indust7_ 1
Meets Here
Wednesday

Three Die In Bus
Truck Collision

•

t\•

Fall

Homemaker
Training
Meet Held

tod

Showing
owing

ant themes of this campaign."
Arrives By Plane
Stevenson arrived by plane
from New York early today and
went to the mansion of Democratic Gov. George M. Leader
to spend the night,
An aide said Stevenson would
devote almost all of his time at
the mansion today to whipping
the speech into final form, following his custom of rewriting
it almost up to the moment of
delivery.

U.S. Will Not
Nter Hot,
War., Dulles

VP

St.

By TOM NELSON
United Press Staff Correspondent
HARRISBURG, Pa., Sept. 13
--Adlai E. Stevenson worked
on his campaign "kickoff" speech
todio and his running mate. Sen.
Estes Kefauver, denounced Rejacan -get poor quick" farm
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Project
Selected

Baptist Women To
Observe Full
'Week Of Prayer

Neighbors Aid
Glen Harris Friday

WEATHER
REPORT

Tobacco Warehouse
Burns Last Night

Grove FHA
Holds Initiation

Polio Cases Drop
For Second Week
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THE LEDGER'& TIMES Blueberry Is A Good Plant
To Grow; Fruit Delicious

Pt ntistieli RI ILleittiLR a !IMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Ser.
f thr MuTI ) Lodger, The Calloway Times, and The
rill., Herald
t)t,t,ar 20, 19211. and Ihe West Kentuckian, January
stl.
JAMBI C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
_
-------- •
We reserve the right to reteet any Advertising, Letters—to
or Public Voice Henn which in our opinion are not
interest. of our readers,
•

LEXINGTON, K‘
Kentuc- spring, using purchased plants
kians alwa)s have been able to two or three sears old.
the sailor: compete with the rest of the try fur a crop the first Don't
year,
sh• heat nation in fashioning the national'even though the plants will
bear
•
- 'dish. apple pie, because the
131101 fruit.
C,
rash
state
is an apple-pnaluctta.
Set plants about six feet apart
NATIGOIAL
REPRESKRTATTVER WALLASS WITMER CO.. 111141
• Nionrok Memplits, Tann.: 250 Park Ave., New Wei; 307 N. Michigan Anuther fruit. also basis of • In rows eight feet apart. Firm
national dish, maj get a good 1 down good topsoil around the
Ave, chicago: OD Bolyston St. Boston.
foothold in Kent oat),. It's the fibrous roots.
Belem( at the Post Other. Murray. Kentucky, for transmission as blueberry.
After the plants are established
.*
Second Class Matter
Carl thaplin. Kentucky Ag- (about June I
add a quarter
ricultural Experiment S t a tion.. pound of ammonium sulfate per
SUBSORIPT
YON RATIOS By Carrier in Murray. per week Me, per Horticuourist,
is working o u t plant to the soil, if soil tests
mon.N.85c. Its Callowey and adjoining counties,, per year $11A; else,
blueberry production fur Ken- show the pH is 5 or more If
where,,*5.50.
tucky. So far he has had con- I the pH is below 5. add amsiderable success, despite the fact monium nitrate.
THURSDAY — SEPTEMBER 13, 1954
blueberry - production requires
In the following years, a half
careful handling and certain type 1pound of ammonium sulfate or
soils and water-availability.
I ainmonium nitrate is added to
True blueberries grow well in the soil, ag.nn depending on the
•
the Kentucky mountains, b u t I tests.
sparsely and are known locally :
Blueberry plants are long-lived.
as huckleberries. Contmercially. , some up to 75 years in their
blueberries
are
produced
a n !'native habitats. In Kentucky,
Michigan. Ne% Jersey and New they would not live that long,
York. and one or two southern probably.
states. They require an acid ; Diseases are in the commercial
'nod high in organic matter, which areas, but probably would not
Kentucky 'does not generally be fpr some time here. Likewise,
, have.
insect control would be no iirobBut Chaplin. has had good i lens; a
general insect-control
luck with experimental' plantings program, to kill bugs which get
at Lexington. One test bluebotTP on. all types of plants. probably
plant produced 2's gallons of would suffice.
berries one season.
Supplemental trrigation is
Blueberries w ould produce helpful but not absolutely necesvaluable income No the public sary. The sawdust in the soil
can be educated to their use will be a great moisture-saver:
! here. Kentuckians see few blue- After the first year, when blooms :
...1713 1etmd - apparently-hive
-tittle Ale pinched out ( to avoid plant
PRESIDENT Harry S. Truman (center) Is shown with to!desire for them. But. Chaplin stunting) the bushes will bear':
g and outgoing presidents of the American Political Science
0
ation, at whose 52nd annual meeting in Chicago he delivered
feels, they could be taught to 'Prolifically with normal care.
ress on the duties of the President of the United States. At
like the luscious, juicy fruits, Picking is relatively easy and
E. E. Schattschneider, Wesleyan University, new president of
and there is a good big-city would be done in July and part
PSA. and at right is Harold D. Casswell, Yale University, reth
market.
of August.
t.
head of the association. Truman lambasted the Eisenhower
As a crop they are profitable.
A
In:sir:bon on foreign and domestic issues. He chided the "conThis year, Chaylin notes. some Blood
that a President's subordinates are responsible for the affairs
.ehipmen,ts brought 85 cents a
of e F•Tccutice branch." Withbut naming Mr. Eisenhower, Truman
quart wholesale. The plant also
- nsibility of those in positions of leadership is to lead."
5. :
good
is a
ornamental
' Their
leaves are shiny and their spring
NICE, France, 41P — A village
blooms beeutifUL
Avant to try a _few
recommendaiin
plantelblac
today"neither
qkod
smiti
th
or who believes
devil" said
Here arc Chaplin's
that blood oozed from the iron
tons:
i hands of a Christ he was nailing
The. soil must be acid (specialIto a cm".
ists call- fee a '''pH" of 4.5 to 5);
Yves le Caer, blacksmith in
must- have lots of organic mater.
I the little village of Tourrettesfor growth; and a fairly constant :aut.
-Loop, gave the crucifix he
water - table about 18 inches betwos making for a chapel to
Iffse the plants.
a priest and said he would have
If your soil test to a ali
- nothing more to do with it. The
of 5 or more, use ammonium
priest took the crucifix to Nice
sulfate to acidify the soil. Liketoday to inform his bishop and
•
wise, put from six to eight inches
to order a laboratory investigaof sawdust, in two or three
lion of the dried brown am
help
agglications,
to
into
the
soil
Ion the Christ's hands.
conserve moisture and add orLe Caer. a blacksmith for 23
the
, genic swatter. Set plants
years said he had made holes
in
' in the cross and in the hands
tat the metal image and was
preparing to drive nails through
the hands to fix it to the wood
at his smithy yesterday.
"I got rivets ready and began
to hammer the crucifix' with the
Christ underneath." be said.
"It began to spurt and there
was blood nosing drop by drop
from both hands.
btliese neither in God nor
the devil."
Le Caer. frightened, ran from
his shop and called to women
sitting on a stone bench nearby.
Several witnesses reported seeing the blacksmith run from his
shop pale with fear.
"The Christ is bleeding. the
Chri,:t is bleeding," he kept
shouting.
Startled villagers refused to
enter the smithy, so Lo Caer
brought out the crucifix. A thick
reddish-brown liquid clung to
r I--parts of it.
Villagers wondered whether Le
Caer had cut himself.. but they
.Troidd- -find,- no •trace of a wound.

HITS EISENHOWER ADMINISTRATION
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avut

Ledger

Tim.* Rik

Murray State College will open its 24th. peal Monday,
Sept. 23, with indication of a record breaking enrollment.
chester Kirks. former resident of Calloway County, President Ralph H. Woods is exerting every effort to
died at 7 a.m. Monday in Detroit, Mich. He was the son
provide hosing accommodations for the veteran and
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Kirks of Murray.
civilian students who wish to enroll this fall.
Miss Marjorie J. Palmquist. who has been critic
"Murray business are responding splendidly to preteacher in music at the training school since 1940 except
for 21 2 years in the Navy is leaving to attend school at parations for the 1956 Calloway County Fair", said Max
B. Hurt, member of the board of directors for the event,
Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio.
as the fair planners began to visualize the biggest and
One of the new instructors being added to the facu.1- best fair in the history of the county.
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AUTOMATIC

OIL HOME HEATERS

M.M.Well Again

Floor Heat "travels" to every room without
costly furnace pipes or registers to install!
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A&P's ALL PURPOSE SHORTENING
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PURE
VEGETABLE

PINT

• PATENTED BUILT IN BLOWER SYSTEM
forces heat down to the floor,
"travels" it to every room'
• PATENTED SIEGLERMATIC DRAFT

KM%

• HEAVY CAST IRON CONSTRUCTION!
• FUSED PORCELAIN FINISH!
• U.L. APPROVED!
• MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
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Philo Cream Ch se's _2 IcUi. 29'
ACTRESS Marilyn Monroe and
her playwright husband, Arthur
Miller, areihown arriving at the
Palace Theater in London, England. This is the first picture of
:hem together since the seeress'
veent Mixes. She is in London
risking -a movie with Sir 1.anr(International)a
wee Olivier.

0* 2,
311

BATH

rarnmainar LARGE
PKG.

OUARZ BOTTLE

Macaroni Dinner

prevents smoke, soot!

,4

BAR

BATH 111211

the

Murray, Kentucky

/D1C110.19$
HEAD A

GRIMES GOLDEN
ALI. PURPOSE

Apples

BAG
PLI"25‘

JAR

hottest heat!

,-

3-lb

Cauliflower

Senn Hydrox Cookies
390
Ilableeo Honey Graham Crackers _ _
37%
- Belle Meade Crackers
290
Tidy Home Sandwich Bags
100
Hip-O-Lite Marshmallow Creme
250
Woodburys Soap
100
Woodburys Soap
2
290
Kitchen Charm Wax Paper __ __ ISOROLL 190
Wesson 011
Parma 33(
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GET THESE ccialtfrit ADVANTAGES!

URBAN G.STARKS&SON

29°

ITALIAN

0-1, NO. 1
YELLOW

REG. SIRE

• PATENTED HEAT TUBES that use

ifik4P4

4.Y

ti

•

Take advantage of our easy BUY NOW—
PAY LATER Plan ... and get the finest oil
Horne Heater made!
A Siegler actually pays for itself with
The fuel it saves! You get up to twice the
heat! You save up to half the fuel!
It will pay you to see Siegler and BUY
NOW—PAY LATER ... on the easiest terms
in town!

49

*1,111116
.
r• '14 I
.
I

NA,

BUY NOW-PAY.LATER!

ty of MSC this fall will be Prof. J. Boyce Sardiga who
will teach in the Department of Commerce.
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nday,
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ShOrtly before the President
spoke in the tent outside his
farmhouse, press secretary James
C. Hagerty did not know just
how long Mr. Eisenhower would
atilirress himself to the subject
of producing a big GOP vote
in November.
"I suppose, about 15 minutes,"
Hagerty said, "but honestly, I
just don't know."
Recent and early cool days
have given the fairways of the
Gettysburg country club go If
course an early season glossy
look. Good bet: Mr. Eisenhower
will try out the nine-hole layout
balpire very long.

and

preMax

N•ent,
and

Whats New In
Washington
WASHINGTON
—When you
visit the office of the vice president of the United States you are
handed a little memo.
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lux Girls Are Lovelier

9

RsalATH

Cut-Up — Pan-Ready
Grade "A"

ivrel4-1kfk-ariv,

lb.
RITZ

•

FRIDAY and SAT.
TWO BIG HITS

'So
19$
PL-U.S

91

"YOU'RE IN
THE NAVY"
COMING
TUESDAY. SEPT. 18

The memo says the ctiandelier
I hung in the White House until
Teddy Roosevelt became president
Many years later. with.ran alh
windows open the wind made the
prisms tinkle and Mr. Roosevelt
could stand no tinkling of prisms.
So he shipped it to the capitol
to hang in the vice president's
office.
The Dolly Madison mirror is a
thing to b.dicild. Many tousands
of lady visitors have looked into
It and wondered if maybe they
wouldn't have made a pretty find
lady. Legend has it that Doily;
wife of President James Madison,
picked up the mirror in Paris for
$50 in Arnerif•-an money. When she
got back to the states, she charged
the $30 tab due on customs to the
official account — meaning the
taxpayers.
Dolly lived to regret this oversight. There was an investigation
that cost the taxpayers $2,800.

"FUZZY" ST. JOHN
— IN PERSON —
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By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff'Correspondent

It says nothing about the present
tenant, Riehard M. Nixon, but
runs back into history.
The °frijol office of the V.P. is
located in the Senate wing of the
Capitol. Finished back in IMO, St
has been home base for every
veep since John C. Breckinridge
of Kentudky. •
The memo says that almost
BOXOFFICE OPENS
6:15 every article in the office is of
SHOW STARTS
6:45 "historical interest." I got a copy
when I dropped by to chew over
a •few things with the present incumbent.
The first desk you see in the
center of the suite was first used
by President William McKinley. it
had been stored in the White
House basement for many years
after McKinley was shot by an
assassin on Sept. 6, 1901.
President WoodOne day in
JANET and PAUL
row. Wilson was looking around
rooms in the big Pennsylvania
Avenue mansion what he had
neVer had seen before. He cant*
upon the desk. Wilson, who wasn't
superstitious, had the desk moved
performing atop their
to his office and labored over it
125' HIGH SWAY POLE for the rest of 'his second term.
In the VP's office you also
DON'T MISS
will find a large picture of George
THIS LAST CHANCE
Washington. It is regarded as one
TO SEE THEM !!
of the most vahrable painting in
PLUS THIS SCREEN HIT the capitol building. Rembrandt
Peale was the artist and art c-ritics believe it would be worth at
2hrrOr ;n pink 71;9kI.S
least half a million dollars on the
open market.
Interesting also- is the donde.
her which hangs over the vice
president's desk. It is well chained
tap and not likely to drop glassy
bobbles on the head of any assistant leader.
This fixture WM -B01.18ht by
Thomas Jefferson in Paris when
he was ambassador to France
from the colonial government. It
is made of Bohemian crystals',
with sterling silver clips and
chains. It was lit by gas and
candles
until electricity
cam*

•

•
•
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39c
39c

PLASTIC
Garden HOSE
50-ft: $1.98

MICHIGAN

DAMSONS
1/
2 bu. basket $2.95
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Flavons

SOUTHERN QUALITY RED TART

PITTED CHERRIES
CAKE MIXES

16-0Z. CAN

SWANSDOWN

,(0, 7 tel cldict

- Yellow - Devils Food or Butterscotch)

(White
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This is why:

SAVE

Clinics ore the twenty— comfort...
fitting shoes! Clinics or* priced to
please your budget, tool
Get on expert fit in Cknia today!

25$
NEW
BLUE RIBBON

$8.95 to $10.95

P.

AU styles 34 le le AAA te C

ij

4 Sorn• styles 3'. l• 12 AAAA

E
Off -tholes In brown or block colt

SI

GENUINE GOODYEAR

emirs

TISSUE 'Sc:

Style No.411
white'level*. $413$

'...ewer on,0Ow breed, occording to•*envy by•loodMO moose iforeld.

Now/SO' SNOWDRIFT
CASH REFUND

KASCO

KITC:IEN vimi LUX
CHARM CHILI LIQUID
WAX PAPER

DCIG
FOOD

1. Buy S lbs. Kasco
2- Sand Bag Top to Kasca
Mills. Stasis, Ohio
3. You will receive SOc
refund
Ends A.g, 31„ t956."
1
limited one per foxiih,..

79e
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19e
29e
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Club News

'Morning Circle Has
2• harge Of Program
Alt Methodist Meet

Activities

Weddinv

Locals

SOciAL CALENDAR

Miss Mime Trousdale. presipresided at the meeting of
he Woman's Sociejo, of Christian
Vendee of the Pint Methodist
'hurch tield on Tuesday, Sep,ember 4, at the church at eleven
;
clock in the morning.

-TIveresiay, September 13
The Woman's Missionary Society of the West Fork Baptist
Church will meet at the home
of Mrs. J. R. Story, Farmer
Avenue, at seven-fifteen o'clock.
••••
The program was presented 0
The Wesleyan Circle of the
nembers of the Morning Circle. First Methodist Church
will meet
Ars. John Winter, sice-president,' 11i the social hall at 7:30.
nit-educed the leadgi..Mrs. J. C.
••• •
3rooks, who mad a_ seem.
_ Alla Woodmen Circle Grove
Organ music was by Mrs. 126 will meet at the Wornanns
lichard Farrell after which the Club House at 7:30 p.m. The
croup sang the song. "Oh Mas- Sorority and Junior Miss girls
•er Let Me Walk With Thee.'
Ars. Paul T Lyles led in prayer
.ollowed by a solo by Mrs. H.
;term Doran
"Spirit of Chr:st For All of
lour Life- was theme of the
mogram presented by Mrs. C.
7. Lowry. Goals were discussed
iy Mrs. J. B. Wilson, Vrs. Pogue
)utland, Mrs Ray MundaY, Mrs.
3ryan Tolley, Mrs. Nat Ryan
lushes. and Mrs. Hugh Houston

Lynn Grove WCSS
Has Regular Meet
Wednesday Evening

The Woman's Society of Christian Service of the Lynn Grove
Methodist Church held its regular meeting Wednesday, September 5, at seven-thirty o'clock in
Murray Assembly No 19 Or- the evening with seventeen
der of the Rainbow for Girls members present.
will hold its regular meeting at
Mrs. Jesse Story, president,
the Masonic Hall at seven o'clock.
•
••••
read the purpose of the WSCS.
will officiate in the team work.
The Music Department if the A letter of invitation has been
• •••
Murray Woman's Club will have ex'tended to the Lynnville WSCS
The South Murray Horriemak- their regular meeting at the club to visit the Lynn Grove society
ers Club will meet with Mrs. house at six -thirty o'clock. This' in October. It was announced
Henry Hargis at 1 -30 o'clock.
is a dinner meeting and all that the mission study about
••••
members are urged to be present. Asia will begin Wednesday, NoIA
Friday, September 14
The
WMS of the Poplar
Prentice 1
Springs Baptist Church will meet chosen by M
at the church at 2:30 o'clock.
Mason Lilly
• •• •
Route One f.
Ping eight pi
Saturday. Se pte m
HU
The Woodmen Circle Juniors born at the
will meet at 1:30 at the WOW Thursday, Aus
hall for practice for the fall
•
convention October 11. All memCircle No. 2
bers interested must be present. the First Methodist Churcn will
the seven COILS to se's...,
September 17
meet at two-thirty o'clock with
The Young Women's Class of Mrs. Edgar Morris at her home eti by music and group concenthe First Baptist Church will on the Lynn Grove Road. Mrs. tration.
Tpese were read by Mrs. Bun
meet at the home of Mrs James Henry Elliot will be program
Crawford, Mrs. Sanders Miller,
Brown at seven-thirty o'clock. leader.
Mrs. Bill Wrather, Mrs. Gamble
Mrs. A. G. Outland is teacher.
Hughes, Mrs. Hoyt Owen, Mrs.
••• •
Norman -Lee, a n d Mrs. Leon
The Penny Homemakers Club
Chambers.
will meet at the home of Mrs
The meeting was closed with
Richard Armstrong at one-thirty
prayer by Mrs. Jesse Story.
e'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Brown
••• •
Evans, 1411 Main, announce the
Tuesday, September 18
birth of a son, Anthony Howard,
The Woman's Missionary Soc- weighing
seven
pounds
7'2
iety of the First Baptist Church ounces, born on Wednesday, Auwill hold its general program gust 25, at the Murray Hospital
meeting at the church at three
• • ••••
The Garden Department of the
o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. David lee Rob- Murray Woman's Club opened
•• • •
erts, 401 Elm, are the parents the new club year with its meetThe Music Department of the of a daughter, Kathryn Lee, ing held at the club house on
Murray Woman's Club will have weighing ;ix pounds 11 ounces, Thursday, September 6, at twoa dinner meeting at the dub born on Saturday, August 28, thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
house at six-thirty o'clock.
"Flow er Arrangement" is the
at the Murray Hospital.
—
theme of the study to be conducted each month in the lemons
Pkesented.
The first lesson on the "Study
and Demonstration of Balance,
Seale, and Proportion" was very
ably presented by Mrs. 011ie
Brown. Beautiful arrangements
to illustrate points in her study
were shown by Mrs. Brown.
During the business session
money making projects were
discussed. It was announced that
names will be tabled at the
October meeting.
In the absence of the. chairman. Mrs. E. S Ferguson, and
the vice-chairman, Mrs. Clarence
Rohwedder, Mrs. Brown presided at the meeting. Mrs. Hugh
Houstois, secretary, took
the
minutes and Mrs. Maurice Cram
Is treasurer.
Approximately thirty persons
were present.

Jo Burkeen:Editor ... Phone 64441-4 or 763-J

Mottle Bell flays
Circle I-1as Meeting
On Monday Evening

The Hattie Bell Hays Circle
of the Woman's Society of Christian Service of the First Methodist Church held its regular
meeting in the educational building of the church on Monday,
September 10, at seven - thirty
o'clock in the evening.

Mrs. Warren ataxedon made a
Mrs. George Ed Overbey was
,hort talk concerning the mission
•chool held in Jackson, Term., In charge of the program and
introduced the guest speaker,
-ecently.
During the business session Rev. Paul T. Lyles, who gave a
'drs. J. T. Wilson was elected most interesting and inspirationielegate to attend the Seminar al talk.
n Dresden, Term The executive
The devotion was given. by
soard will meet the last Tuesday
Miss Kathleen Patterson. T h e
if month at nine o'clock in the
group sang the song, "Love Dinorning. New meenbers were
vine", led by Mrs. Garnett Jones
Ars. Monahan and Mrs. Harold
with Mrs. Charlie Robertson at
Douglas. .
the piano. Wes Lottye fluiter led
For tha 0e1e0er.girati Skitin prayer,
•ns the Alice Wafers Circle will
•
he in charge of the program wad
Mrs. 40 Illoarltraalk
Circles III and IV will be hos- man
.Apeircle, announced
tesses.
that the,.
would in charge
After the closing remarks and bi -the frooesper WSCS general
prayer by Mrs. Brooks and Mrs. 'Ideating at which time the GoshLawry respectively, lunch was en WSCS will be guests.
;creed in the social hall by the
Visitors introduced were Mrs.
Wesleyan. Circle.
G. B. Scott.. Mrs. Harold Doug• • ••
las. Rev. Lyles, and Miss Nan
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. lutes of .Dudley Atkins. Mrs. Jackson was
Merridean. Miss . Mrs. Edna Be- a new member
ery and Mrs Willie Baucum
Refreshments were thalt.** by
Memphis, Tenn., are visiting in the hostesses who were Miss
Murray with their sister‘ Mrs. Ruth Sexton, Miss Frances SexNeva Maxidurn, Mrs. Herbert ton. Mrs. Beale Outland, and
Perry, Mrs. Elmus Trevathan, Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes. Miss Atand Mrs. Jessie Shell.
kins assisted in the serving.
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Anyhow the C and 0 gang will
gather in meeting Sept. 7 in something special. And, according to
advance notices, it will run along
until all problems are settled
That could take a good bit of
time

Preservation
Crystal Ball
Is °Club Goal
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Presa Staff Ceerespealent
WASHINGTON 11/4 — The Clear
and Opaque Club is dedicated to
the preservation of the crystal
ball. Clear means clear. And if
that isn't clear you can look to
the opaque side, which Webster
defines variously as "Dull; not
reflecting or giving out light."

Rear Admiral Gec ge J Dufek.
USN, will be aboard to "take
general observations." Rear Admiral
Richard E. Byrd also has been
invited.
Hoisted Over Pelee
There is a serious side to the
meeting. A little history:
On Columbus Day teat year (Oct.
12) the Clear and Opaquers came
up with three genuine crystal
balls. Oyie was carted to Little
America. and there it mats unelor.

Monday,

(Persona!s)

v30
romo

Garden Department
Has First Study
On Year's Lessons

&9°-irt
)
C-n71a
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rivit r,'FFENH WEEK
SEPTIM3Ei 9 5.'0F‘-,

ground with Old Glory floating a
lonely honor guard atop.
AnpUser was flown over the
Nos th Pule gild now I IIJIA III tee
Navy archives.
A third ball rode high and
proud in the air over both poles,
making It a global ball, you might
lay.

•

That's why the Clear and Opaque
clan are gathering in assembly.
This giobe-trotting sphere will be
presented to the membership of
the National Press Club. which
needs a crystal most of the Ume,
but needs it most during an election
year.
Can't Forget 11148

131
Cl
SI
PI
P1

Ni

Cl

done well in acts...
y
the count of votes.
The Press Club had no crystal
ball that year It could have used
a few thousand of them.
This year it will have a special
one with a compass inside. It is
a special compass, too. It runs
around from East to West to North
to South — almost all at the same
time. You can't miss.
* /NI
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FOR
1.1.1XORY LOVERS...

8,500 MOSQUITOS-BROUGHT--HERE—

LAST TIMES TONIGHT—

GINGER ROGERS
"FIRST TRAVELING
SALESLADY"
.•with BARRY NRI,SON

tin

•
SY RACU
'CHINA

•

Tranducent,
satin - sitooth
Syracuse China ...looks
so extravagantly beautiful
in patterns, colon, shapes
ev
bot the •

•• •

Sigma Department
Meets At Kentucky
Lake State Park

- 0
d t*-1 6
IN WASHINGTON after a 51-hour flight from the jungles of Malaya, Maj. Herbert C. Barnett displays one of the containers in;
Which he brought 8,500 live mosquitos.to Wafter Reed hospital for
study of transmission of viruses.
(international Soundphoto)

The first meeting of the new
club year was held by the Sigm
Department of the Murray Woman's Club at the pavilion of
the Kentucky Lake State Park
on Monday. September 10. at
six-thirty o'clock.
Mrs. Dan Hutson was t h e
guest to present the program
She gave a most comedy monologue entitled " ATrip To Louisville:" The program was very
entertaining.
The chairman of the group.
'Mrs. A. G. Wilson, presided at
the meeting. Several items concerning the kindergarten were
discussed. This is a project of
the department which is progres. sing nicely. The kindergarten is
held at the Carter School.
A delicious potluck was served. The, hostesses were Mrs. A.
G. Wilson. Mrs. Tip Miller, Mrs.
Allen Russell, and Mrs. Glindel
Reaves.

ir
Minuet gy

edin/(:0/or

Furates
JEWEI.RY
Phone 193-1
113 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

YOUR OLD SUITE ON A
OEHLER — IT'S WORT

ON GUARD IN SUEZ CANAL CRISIS
TdebbeIifee
Bur-Mil Cbmeo
Sheers
Singolor sheerness, double wear °chimed by
Iwo threods interknitted to look thinner thon one.

i Twice as run-resdtont; if one thread tweaks, the
other hokhl Softer, finer. thosisme'retch stockings,
;
ever,3 Skin-Tone colors: Rochel, Rose-b6ge, Atoucesctua.

13sizes to fit oil. A (for Swill, B (for Average), C (for Ton).
$165 the poir
..... .• —sou so tile many other family
fun activities that are now centered in your home !
Come in and let us show you the vital "something new"
that's been added to famous Krocider Clishionized*
Construction !See all of the 9 PLUS-BUILT features
that add up to years and years of extra living pleasure
with this lovely new "Belle Aire" Group by.
Come in today'
7

Kroehier.

1i% MAN Fuii ituie
EASY toms

OVERLOOKING a supply depot loaded with French vehicles- and artillery is• Painagesta. Cyprus,' 111-.4
Ions British paratrooper stands.guazd.on a lull. French troops and equipment have been ponying' —
Into Cyprus, within str•king distance of the Suez canal, since Egyptian President Carnal Abdel Nas- .
ger threw the Near East into a state of crisis by nationalising the watetway,
f_IsTaratstiona441
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College Football Back In State

the
Lila

and
poles,
might

crystal
re used

FLAVOKKIST

CRACKERS
1-lb. box

BASEBALL SCOREBOARD

NATIONAL LEAGUE
W. L. Pet. GB
ktiliVankee ..
84 55 .604
Brooklin
83 56 .497 ,1
Cincinnati
81 58 .583 3
St. Louis
60 68 .504 14
Philadelphia
63 73 .463 19%
Pittsburgh
61 79 .436 23%
New York
57 81 413 26%
Chicago
55 83 .399 285s
ES ."1111DAY'S GAMES

Opaque
aembly.
will be
ihip of
which
a time,
election

„Iteams Will Play Outside Of
State This Week However

AMERICAN LEAGUE
W. L. Pct.
New York
$O 50 .640
Cleveland
78 59 .569
Boston
77 61 .588
Chicago
. 76 81 .555
Detroit
71. 67 .514 17%
Baltimore
59 79 428 29",
Washington
57 81 .413 31%
Kansa sCity .
44 03 .321 44

By JOHN DIETRICH
ville.
Uited Press Sports Writer
I The Morehead and Murray
The Kentucky college football games will be played Saturday
(ternoon.
Morehead's Eagles are hoping
or the start of a new era as
6fell as a new season. In their
irst appearance under head
each Paul Adams, the Eagles
srltl be seeking their first victory
n 32 games.
•
Morehead's last victory was
.cored ()vex East Tennessee State
...ace at PhiladeWa, rugrulD4likoore .at L.ley www...
am
rsru &MCA C.r.1
way back in September of 1952.
Adams, a star center at Morehead just before World War
II and since then a successful
high school coach in northeastern Kentucky, has installed a
new T-formation offense in place
of the single wing employed by
the Eagles for the past sevetal
,0
By FRED DOWN
*cattalo points in nfront and in the decisive run with a single seasons. He has a squad of 35,
United Prams Sports Writer
a double loss would enable the in the decisive run with a single including 21 freshmen.
T
e's no rest today for the Idle Brooklyn Dodgers po take In the eighth inning after
Murray State also opens its
an
Braves who find their over the top rung undisputedly error by Danny O'Connell
r"Vnw
helped season under a new regime,
season-long "jinx team" the next for the first time since April the Dodgers score three
runs headed by Jim Cullivan, former
obstacle in the rocky road to the 28.
assistant under Fred Faurot.
and produce a 7-7 tie.
National League flag.
Warren Spahn is slated to try
Buhl, beaten by the Dodgers Cullivan, a 1949 Murray gradRelieved, but hardly fresh, for the 200th victory of his Tuesday night, received
credit uate, will continue Faurot's split
after Wednesday's pressure-fill- carir in one game with -rookie for his eighth victory of
the' T .operation.
ed, 8-7 triumph over tkt,11111ratokr
bridge 3-1 going in season over them while Adcock
The racers, out to improve a
, lyn Dodgers, the Braves, We,
Psoar for the Braves. For whacked a tw6-run homer in
another "toughie" in a'ilif.tegitt
, Robin Roberts and the sixth that put Milwaukee 8-4 record_ of last season, have
. doubleheader with
evey.seire,•slated to hurl ahead, 6-4. It was Adcock's 13th 21 lettermen returning but lack
, phia Phillies.
with
te,juaming for his of the season against Brooklyn depth at several positions and
Philits have
— equakyng the major league must play their first three games
away from home.
the Bravimi
season mark,
attll'"Fesro now
Glenn Presnell has come up
team in the-Eircut wIth-a chance
The third-place Cincinnati
BM Bruton, Bob Buhl and Joe
,with 23 lettermen and plenty of
to beat than
_ In_ tbeir session Adcock shared the hero laurels Redlegt fell three games off the
. series.
wilelt.tXrDaiidamuccessElly met pace iv-ith only 15 to play when size at Eastern Kentucky, makA sweep would boost tire their biggest test of the season Johnny Antonelll hurled a three-, ing the Macoonk an Ohio Valley
Braves' lead to two games, a Wednesday. Bruton, who hit a hitter to give the New York Conference contender once again.
split would leave them six Ot•-' t?Iple• td the first inning, knocked Giants tioi
triumph. Homers Last season Toledo and Eastern
by Jackie Brandt and Daryl battled to a 6-6 tie
,
AW
Spencer helped Antonelli score
The two Tennesee members of
his 16th win and hand Joe the OVC also will
be
. opening
Nuxhall his 10th defeat.
seasons Saturday, Tennessee Tech
Sam Jones struck' out five and against Florence
State at Flor.
hurled a four-hitter as the Chi- nece,
Ala., and Middle Tennessee
rag° Cubs defeated the Pitts- against
Moris Harvey ,at Charlesburgh Pirates, 3-0, in the other
ton, W. Va.
NL game. Walt Moryn's seventhInning homer snapped a scoreless
tio:Ind the Cubs added fitIa
runs in the eighth and ninth
Innings to seal Vern Law's 15th
defeaL
'Mink Load Shaded
In the American League, the
Kansas City Athletics defeated
A Shistsa ef Wedseut K•rihrtiy Gas Co.
the New York Yankees, 7-4,
and cut their lead to 10 games
THE NAME TO TRUST IN LP OAS
when the Cleveland Indians
wrr 'kMaree.
shaded the Baltimore Orioles,
2-1. Eddie Robinson and Lou
r *44
Skizas homered for the Athletics,
By JACK CUDDY
who kayoed Tom Sturdivant with
United Press Sports Writer
-five runs in the fiat two innings.
SYRACUSE, N.Y. IA
Fiery
Early Wynn gained his 17th
win of the season for the Indians Carmen Basilio, who recaptured
and struck the decisive blow the welterweight crown from
of the game when he hit a Johnny Saxton Wednesday night
sixth-inning homer. Wynn yield- and is casting covetous eyes .isn
ed seven hits inn 8 1/3 innings the middleweight title, credited
and Don Mossi came out of "better condition and smart boxthe bullpen in the ninth to wrap ing — in tactics" today for his
savage victory.
up matters.
The 29-year old Carmen gave
Frank Sullivan pitched a fivehitter for his 13th win a'the Saxton a bloody beating and
Boston Red Sox knocked the stopped him in the ninth round
Chicago White Sox from third of their return fight before 8,546
to fourth place with a 4-1 in War Memorial Auditorium,
KENGAS is the easiest, safest,
decision. Jackie Jensen hit his but he must grant New Yorker
cleanest way to heat your home,
19th homer to lead Boston's 11- Johnny a "rubber title match"
havr a constant hot Ns ate r supply,
before he goes after Sugar Ray
hit attack.
. cook, dry clothes, refrigerate,
Billy Hoeft won his 18th game Robinson's 160-pounl crown.
. ' incinerate, and air condition.
For Carmen and his handlers,
when Harmon Killibrew's error
ss: Gas does everything—and does
with the bases filled in the at least, the technical knockout
. it better. You can have city as
ninth presented the Detroit Ti- triumph settled the six - month
' service wherever you live.
gers with a 3-2 victory over ttie dispute voer who should have
won at Chicago lrt March. when
Washington Senators.
A_ _
Saxton took the title from BasiWhether you use a tant or bottled gas, it will pay you to
lio on a controversial decision.
11 enjoy the new reliable KtNGAS service. KENGAS, is the
Cut Off Retreats
largest LP gas company in Kentucky and that means
"I fought a much smarter fight
dependability and fast service. You never need worry
last night." said fife ex-onion
about "running out of gas" with this modern progressive
farmer from nearby Chittenango,
P.,
company serving you.,
,
N.Y., who became the ninth man
in welterweight history to win
back the title after losing it.
See the modern KENGAS appliance—stoves, reirigera•
"I used boxing-in-tactics," he
tors, hot water heaters, furnaces clothes- dryers at any
contireJed, "and eut off his
of the handy KENGAS offices. They can be yours for
treats when he tried to ctrcle,
as little as 1.5 per month with 3 years to pay. Call or
instead of followng his around
By MILTON RICHMAN
send coupon for further information.
the circle, Use at Chicago."
United Press Sports Writer
Happy Carmen, with a slight
NEW YORK RR —Detroit and
Cleveland are both eyeing Cm- cut on his left cheek and a
somewhat swollen nose, said, "I
s'" Birdie TAIAbork• as
•••-•
•,71400
the fight at Chicago too,
didn't get it, although I was
it stale then from over-train
for the psotponed bout. And
idn't fight smart."
3iit I won't fight in Chicago,"
ilio declared.
South Badly Ripped
ixton, who will be out of
,n for weeks because of the
_.; ripped left side of his
1{.11.14 Isinc ••••• V&A.,.
WI MID Ina
The 45-year old Tebbetts. cur-1 mouth, likewise said:
"I won't fight again in Syrasm as mi Me ma Ise is mr11111111111 IS OM me
rently a,leading "manager of the
,
year" eandiddte for the job he cuse. Basilio got away with but2 Orr. iii. fr•• Waimea°.'WM
I
has done with Cincinnati this ting and other thirgs last night,
III KE14GAS wwic. ter - .
1
season, has one more year to go here in his own backyard." 4%
I
under a three-year contract he
I
0 Hoofing -joy.'15 Cilektlig sad Not Weer ),
signed with the Redlegs at the er Leo Durocher, as a matter of
A
k
I
,I
start of the 1955 campaign.
fact, have been the two mast
Nese
1
The Tigers and Indians are sought after pilots during the
1
shopping
for
managers
new
both
past three months.
——
1
address=
— ,.
for the coming7 year and both
1
Even the Milwaukee tti-as
"have made definite wertures in were interested in Tebbetts' serTors et ORO
Sato
Tebbetts' direction," said, the vices for 1957 until they signed
II
1:
same sources.
Fred Haney fr.r next year only
iv so 'is ile
-61-is 6.is sr as go us tit us•Aie us ow we so
Tebbetts and ex-tant Manag- last Tuesday

23c

NABISCO

GRAHAM
CRACKERS lb. 33c
HI-HO CRACKERS
1-lb. box ....... 33c
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Round Ufa
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FRESH

FRESH - DELICIOUS

EACH
$1039

Here's a meatless main dish
with lots of protein,!

EASY

an.

2 for ,
KRAFT DINNER

8-oz.

2.9c

29e

Jar
S. 49
6-oz. jar

2for
39c
Eatwell Tuna

Hienz
BABY FOOD
3 cans ,... 29c

2 boxes

MIDWEST ICE CREAM

-GAL

V2

59e

Swiftninl CRISCO
.
TALL
39e
3
3 79e 3 93c
CARNATION

EVAPORATED MILK

lb CAN

ib CAN

DOGGIE DINNER

DOG FOOD
2 cans
'

15c
The Advanced Detergent
.I

ICA!NES.

DOG

254b.`bag

cuurun !I

10

FRESH- TEND-ER
KRAFT - DINNER,
TUNA LOAF
TO MAW' rroirt

PHONE THE KENGAS 'OFFICE NEWEST YOU

r

39e
99c

(LB. $1.25) WHOLE —

B-QUED FRYERS

Heit the
Have Hot Water,
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Tebbetts Is
Wonted By
Two Clubs

am NI NE 95%

LB.
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•
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$1.99
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Let's Take A
Trip"Show On
Small Budget
(al

Sy.WILLIAPS EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK it` — 'Let's Take
A Trip". a show which tra‘els
with a tall master of ceremonies
Iwo medium
sized children. and
a small budget, might safely be
classified as TV's most mod..st

-

fr.1.11C

carpet.

A HS-TV public affairs entry
since April 1955. "Let's Take A
'I rip" lives on a budget of about
sl?.000 a week. a- TV allowance
.-iiewhat comparable to what
rickshaw driver draws in Sh-

show." sass StePhen Fleischman, whom are :somewhat younger and
producer,- "is take chadren into diorter
the world of adults. We Debra
-Ginger and Pod never see
the show appeals mostly, to kichr the site if the show
until the
in the eight to 12 bracket, but
we know .from our mall that day before it goes on." says
50 per cent of our audience Is Fleischman. "They're naturally
evrious kids and many of • the
adult."
things they're interested in we
try to ineorix.rate in the show.
• Has Three Itegulars
I would say only about 50 per
Flelsehman's progr am has ieent of their lines are slanted by
three regulars — Irwin ••Scatny''
Fos, a 62" 31-year old chaperon
Fleischman has found that
and his charges, "Pud" Flanagan Ginger and Pod themselves are
(•, egor MaeManns, both of most interested in trips that are

ailltl
i es
vCrtheless. "Trip" has man.
agoi within the short span of
its electronic life to gain a reputation as one of the most
peripatetic efforts on TV. poking
into fpots as various as a Seminole village in 'Florida, a California horse ranch, a coal mine
in !thaws, a Christmas pageant
in Washington. a fire house in
New Jersey.
-What we try to do on the ,

connected 'rn ith sports and animals, but tend to be less enthusiastic about trips to factories.
"They like things like Red
Cross swimming instructions livestock expositions, the horse ranch
and the Brooklyn Dodgers' ba!1park. But when we visited something like a factory in the
garment center, which was pretty
inteftsting to me, they seemed
less worked up," he said.

man's problem is to inject action out in the broccoli without messinto each educational journey. ing it up.
"For that reason we shy away
"Another show centered around
from places like, say, a supermarket, where the movement is the pre-Olympic tryouts and it
pretty limited. Another type of rained as hard before the show,
show we've ruled out is an oil we
couldn't even rehearse the
refinery. Same reason."
athletes.
Most of the 60-odd trips thus
"And there was another horfar have originated from outrible time when we were showdoors. "And that's quite a prob- ing how
a skyscaper is bunt in
lem," said Fleischman. "We did New York. Right in the middle
Action In Each Journey
one show from a frozen food of the program, one of the
Since "Let's Take A Trip" farm in Seabrook, N. J., where worst snowstorms of the year
lasts a full 30-minutes, Fleisch- we had to get the cameras started.
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FRESH
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Sunburst
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CRAM "9"

ANAN 2Ills'25

WORLD
GLOBES

3lbs.29e POTATOES - -

$2.99

10

Yvonne De Carlo and Rory Calhoun in this scene
from the Technicolor WesterN "R AW EDG E,"_
which Opens tomorrow at
Varsity Theatre.

lb. 35c

•

APPLES

un WI-LA.4e, &Lei. ietio
te
n

lb. 35c

Boneless

GOLDEN DELICIOUS

RED or WHITE — 50-lb. bag

Reg. $5.95

$1.39

lbs.4fte

KROGO — 1Croger's Own Vegetable Shortening

O
SPRY 3

lbs.

$50.00

CLUB

COUNTRY

EVAPORATED - ENRICHED

KROGER

KROGER

46-Oz.

Can

NORTHERN - White or Colored

SEE —•

29e

LAY'S TWIN PACK

NI&

AVONDALE

FLOUR 25 lb' Bag. $1.59
BAR-B-FUEL 10 lbs. 99c
DUNCAN HINES SENSATIONAL NEW BARBECUE FUEL

FRANKS - - - -45e

FROM

fa.040\0114111.011140i"?-217•

'"121

SKINLESS MAYROSE

COTTAGE CHEESE
"At year-stare cr of your doer.'

Can

TUNA

serreR GET

Ryan Milk Co.

BRODERICK CRAWFORD
KFVS-TV — Channel 12
9 p.m. Thursday
"frsR-KIST I

GIVENAWAY
ATURDM •

SPOTLIGHT "PICK UP FLAVOR" — 3-Lb. Bag .... $2.61

89c COFFEE
lb- 89c
lbs.
89c
Ice Cream /
1
2gal. 69c
Margarine 2 lbs 39( Kroger Milk
37c
Peanut Butter 62-icjar Pineapple Juice 29c
4 ROLLS 35c
Tissu
e
Toilet
"Highway Patrol"
Kroger Bread 160Z.Loaf 10c
•••••
7/
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— lit PRIZE —

3TALL CA NS

•

FREE
FOOD

SEPTEMBER 15th

SHO
RT
ENI
NG
CRISC 3 ibs.

CHIEF BRAND

Boys and pups have sornething in common.
They're both crazy about Cottage attest.
Tastes good and-- it's good to grow on!
Cottage Cheese is protein-packed and energy.
packed to keep Dad and Mother feeling
fine, too.

11-as. Pk&

Potato Chips 09e

•

VOL 4 OF THE NEW - DELUXE

FREE FOOD

_
$25.00

- 2nd PRIZE

99C
-,=r-r_•
•

•

GP

•

,

1
1 I

$15.00
FREE FOOD

— 4th PRIZE —

$10.00
FREE FOOD

Sept. ht Winners
Free Groc. Awards

II

1st — $50.00
C. B..FORD
2nd — $25.00
PATRICIA JOHNSON
3rd — $15.00
BUD SOWELL
4th — $10.00
DORNAE HENDON

NOTHIN
ii,...." i G
0 BUY
Just Register At
Your
Murray Kroger!
ENTER NOW!
ENTER OFTEN!

YOU NEED NOT BE
PRESENT TO WIN!

:
f
-

•

— 3rd PRIZE —

GET DETAILS AT
LIUK SI OHL-

EN-CYCLOPEDIA ONLY

No'

FREE FOOD

6

_

•

WORTH OF

Large

BOLOGNA
PERCH FILLETS

GOLDEN RIPE

1N
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FRYERS
ENDING week-long negotiations, which got nowhere, aimed at
settling the Suez canal crisis, Egyptian President Carnal Alx!el
Nasser (left) bids farewell to. Australian Prime Minister Robert
Ilenzaes in Cain". The latter headed a five-nation committee which
sought tntemationalization of the Nasser-nationalized waterway.
Menzies said the situation is "very, very grave." the most serious
(international RegliepriutO
problem facing the world todary.
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HELP WANTED

SAVE $1.00 on Tel .-1-ce aticl
Connie Linn dolls by . :‘ lugaway now for Christmas. $1 will
hold the doll. Offer good through
Sept. The Cherry's.
S13C

1.
1"
ww•0"
"or es°
00.04.6 ads /1"

WESTINGUOUSE Console Combination
television-radio-record
prayer. $125.00. Col. Wayne M
PI4i0":06. Complete line new and Pickets, 3/4 mile west of Stella:
Sl4P
tate, All Sixes and types in stock.
Seiburn White Pianos, 403 Cheat.
SEW USED COLE two nut St, Murray. Ky.
filing cabinet. Desk
one is in fine shape,
TWO BURNER oil heating stove,
as new. At the pric
five speed,' goo.: condition. Call
just can't afford
S13P you
I842-W.
down. This is in gray
_
HOBERT four-draw steel filing ard Times Office Supi
cabinet, used. In excellent con- ment.
ditipn. Can be used for current
LOT located at 1308 Oi.
Mir!, system or as a good transElectricity, sewerage, water and
fer file. See this one before it
gas oonnected. Call Oliver C.
gets away. Only $25. Ledger and
MeLemore. phone 580-W. S13C
DepartOffice
Supply
Times
ment.'
SI4NC USED COLE Safe Type storage
cabinet. Two big doors, five adLARGE IIZE Duo - Therm oil
justable shelves. This is all steel.
eirculatesith fan. Two fifty
Good condition, Everything is
I. barrels. Good condition. See
enclosed., 76 inches high, 36
Mrs. Rema Cole, 814 West Main,
18'. inches WANT TO BUY good used trodSl3P inches wide, and
phone 784 after 4t00 p.m.
deep. $37.50 will take it off our die sewing machine. Call 418.
Sl3P
% STA/ENS 12 Guage pump gun, floor. Cute gray paint. Ledger
41practica1ly new. Ph. 1745. SIC_ and Times Office Supply DeWANTED. Air Force , trained
college student desires work as
service station attendant. Chart,ei
Render, c't, College Station. 515P
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WANTED

ACROSS

Do you dislike office or factory work? • Do • you like to - meet
people? Do you enjoy the thrill of making a sale? Do you like
to be home with your family every night" Would you like . to
represent a 66 year etd compeny. the largest in its field? 'Mien
be sure to answer this ad immediately and ask for, mere infor%Anon. Preliminary interviews near your home.
Be a sales engineer Cr) year 'round air conditioning; both winter
warm air heating and summer air cooling. Attractive, liberal
drawing account plus commissions. Living expense allowance
while in training. Steady employment. 10 to 12 weeks training
course in npplied practical engineering and successful sales presentation Previous SAWS experience deelraele bin not absolutely necessary.
We manufacture and distribute warm air furnaces (oil - gas
coal - forced air and gravity) and summer air conditioning units
for residences and other buildings. Heating is indispensable.
Every home needs a furnace of some kind. Summer air cohdi*ening is growing fast.
his ad is for a man to travel Western Kentucky. Whether you
have a cat' or not, If you are between 30 and 40, have a high
school education and would like to build a lifetime career, set,
ting up and servicing dealers, phone or write Walter R. Wm.
denten, Mtla Madison Rood. Chseinnali 0, Ohlot The Williamson
Company.
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:RADICATE

PREVEN.

DESTRUCTWE TERMITIO
_INSPECTION

personnel

17-Pours
2-insect
20-Twirl
,21-Allude
23-Ingredient
26-Cireat Lake
27-Famous actor
---28-Corijunetion
29--Morik.in
•

SLEEPING ROOM for one college student. Electrically heated, I
private entrance. $25 mu. Phone
1907-R.
S14C

I

-Licensed and insured-

2

5 ROOM HOUSE, furnished or
unfurnished, near college Call
Galloway Insurance & Realty
Agency. Phone 1062.
Sl5C
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Infectious
In play

40-l"ruit

410
Pt

42-Beginning
-Grain
46-Canonlsed
person
48-Prefix:
49-Simian
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1$56, Bot regy & .7uri. Inc., publisher of the book Reprinted by special
permission. Distributed by KindFcatures Syndicate.
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40-Tibetan
gazelle
41-Knock
4.-Alcoholic
beverage
43-Anger
-Pose
portrait
47-Three-toed
sloth

44
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CHAPTER
there, Doc," he conceded. "Sure Probably it would, since he had
E'KLUND spent considerable as birds like buffeler berries, you come the lest time with a gift of
time in the abandoned might. In that case, it could be whiskey. But today there would
be suspicion as to why he came
Indian camp, going over it trom bad. Still, there's the fort"
"And there's such things as a empty-handed, for once you gave
end to clue. crisscrossing beea
torth. oruinarily tile moan- knife in the back, from a man a present to anyone they auto:Inimect of a campsite would who pretends to be your friend," matically expected more. If his
have meant hale, tor this wart Eklund said drily. "It has hap- guess was correct, antagonism
might follow when none %V:.1.9
the season to move out on tne pened before, Levi."
The mountain man's eyes were forthcoming. He preferred to
hunt aor to winter quarters, but
- - have his look without being ohbright.
in tnese unsettied tabus Inc Laic-You're-gen:1W ma-int'neted," served in turn, and presently he
tor won't nee Lae iootc ot it.
in manage it.
To the eye ot the average man he said. "Could be devilment,
This camp was hidden bet,,veen
there was netaitig Lem or inte- that rase."
"And plenty of it. If it gets low hills which in turn were
rest or ptassiole sa,ue. Suca matedwarfed by the mountains 0'.
rial as mid oten discartied when started."
"You any notions as to how to yond. Braves and squaws alike
the Indians bro.:a camp was
so be as were indoors, seeking protection
sneer junk, at wnich even the go about stoppin' 'ern-it
they take a notion into their from the inclemency of the
,rJgs woutu omy Saul.
heads?"
weather But here again were
But to turn much was reVeal"That's what I'm wondering. ominous signs of preparation,
ing. More work aut., been done on Old Plenty Horses died the other readiness for the big hunt. Wormweapons--chipping flint to form day-of smallpox. He'd been off ing close through dripping brush,
new arrowheaus, utting old ones by himself. But his blanket dis- carefu, to keep the already stale
to new arzkovs, disearotrig bow- appeared. I found Man Walks scents ot the camp blowing into
strings in tavor ot fresh cords, Alone wearin' one that could his own nostrils and his own
doing a hundred things that lett have been it - or its twin. The away from the dogs, Eklund was
their small sign benind. Here chiet insisted it was his blanket. enabled to peer across and
were drippings ot war paint, mix- and was right touchy on the sub- through the flap of an open tepee,
ed and spilled in the process. The ject, so I didn't press him. But to lee the brave who squatted
butt of a rifle had left its un- I've been wondering."
cross-legged within, gravely busy.
rint in soft earth. All the signs
"One Injun would never swipe He was bare from the waist up,
indicated preparations for one of a dead Injun's blanket-"
and applying paint of varied
two things-a hunt for game or
"1 know that. But I'm still colors in garish designs. War
a hunt for scalps,. Too many of wondering about how he got it." paint.
the leavings, such as spilled war
"Has a funny sound, for a fact.
Eklund had seen enough. Storm
paikt, pointed to the latter. War- I think I'll stray in a mite closer was making up, here in the %Vest.
.-iors did not daub their faces to t'wards the post. Just in case."
And storm Out of season could be
Eklund, twice as devastating.
stalk a deer.
parted, and
They
His eye was equally alert for mindful that the Indians might
Retreating car-oily, he resign of sickness, but there was no longer be in a friendly mood, turned to where he had left his
none. If an. epidemic was in the hid his buggy in a clump of cayuse. It was gone.
making, it was Mill dormant, in- brush and trees, and hobbled the
He had left it nidden deep in
cubating, giving no hint of its extra horse near by. Then, riding a clump of tall brush, tied by a
Gikresence. There had been no pan- the other, Indian style, he head- bridle rein. The bush to which
ic when this camp was abandon- ed on west
the leather had been attachts!
ed.
Neither was aware of the third was bent, half-stripped of bark,
a
crouched
in
him,
and
he
Someone hailed
man who had
and hoofmarks showed deep and
•
I I looked up to ace a man in buck- clump of brush and been an in- told their can tale of terror.
skin approaching, carrying a rifle terested auditor. But Oat,
frightened [lir
almost as long as himself. Ek- also pondering speculate
I to jerk franticlund had seen him once or twice cerning the blanket a:
te knot had slid
• I on his journeyinga. Levi Dawson, rode on. It might meai
it, finally pulling
i trapper, mountain man.
at all. On the other
great
de
I "You prospectln' that sign, might mean a
I he found the
Doc?" Dawson asked, and a dour death, to a lot of peop
k• of fear. The
&smile twisted his lips between ing himself.
grizzly she ,veil
The clouds had beer
.e rain. It had
gthe shrouding hair. "Lookire for
thickening out across
close, whi her
sornethin' special. mebby?"
'tent or not vas
"Sort of," Eklund conceded. and here, close up ti
ire, but El Ind*
"I'd say they've moved, getting they were a gray pall
urclut-u Lim
tt nad been passing
ready for a hunt. Only I'm won- away the mountains sta. Ft
land.
against
the
by chance. If it had wanted horse
dertag what sort of game they'll relentlessly
Rain began to fall, a cold drizzle far supper, it would have purbe going after."
thickening. Cotton- sued, and a grizzly could bver"I been cogitatin' on the same gradually
q uestion," Le vi agreed. -Beth wood. showed starkly, mostly de- take and pull down a running
kinds of game wear hair. Only I nuded of their leaves, and the cayuse within a short- distance.
can't quite make up rtly mind edge of the long lower lake was 'I lie tracks did not indicate that
that they'd be thinkin' of the war ahead, with willows bending a- the bear had tried to follow.
But the terror it inspired had
"trail, this time o' year. That ain't bove it, bowed by a steady vvind.
A dog's bark sounded, faint with sect the horse away at a fast
- to an 1.njun'e way o' thinkin'."
despite the hampering reins.
Eklund
hid
his
run,
distance,
and
"But it might be to a white
man's." Eklund pointed out. and horse in the brush and proceeded' There WAS only one encouraging
factor Its trail was clear in the
Dawsen rubbed grizzled chin and on foot.
It might still he safe for h:ro &wry y crepin .
stared at him thoughtfully.
. , ad./
( Jo Be C'ontinated)
"You inight hake, sometbin':to boldly enter the Indian camp,
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Look for kitchen-tested cornbread recipes on every bag.

I.

Now you can bake fluffy-light
cornsticks and muffins easier than
)ou ever dreamed passible! This
fine corn meal Mix has exactly the
right proportion of baking powder
already added. Your wink is cut
in half-you get delicious comlaread
evety time!
Ake available plain
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burden
16-Escape
18-Coals
.0-Strikes
21 -Repulse
:2-wipe out
23-Each
24-famp
2a-Cornered
27-Worn
30-Calmest
21-integrity
-Let fall
34-Solitary
36-Talk idly
3-

(max
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4rtisticary At-ratted

Light,
light
cornbread
every time!

io-Shallow vessel
11-Beast of

Kailey's Pest
- Control

1111111111110
Funeral Wrote,
and Sprays

a

it-Free of
7-Man's
nickname
8-Snake
9-Backbone
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4-Put
3-A ppeltation

2-.River island
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3-Business of
transporting

1-Aeriforrn fluid
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HAVE YOU TRIED
CORN MEAL
' MIX?

RD AD W
I la 0014E.1(0111VE_Ii 71'..1111

three

30
-Shade.
61-8fill •

Phone 441

Elroy Sykes

40'x60' WAREHOUSE building.
East Main St., across railroad.
Call 856.
519C

32-Plural ending
33-PassageWitya
34-Be defeated
35-An
disease
37-Shartiemed
3R-Part
39-Sand hill

3

TO SAVE MONEY

ROOM, private bed, will share
Witt ttollege boy, place to park,
good conveniences. 306 N. 4th.
Phone 632-J.
Sl5C

of Athena

TERMITES

ten

On Your Plumbing

Bus, Opportunities

FIVE ROOM unfuriahed apartment. Phone 189.
S14C LADIES! Mature, no small children Avon cosmetics is begin3 ROOM GARAGE apartment, ning Christmas sales now. We
unfurnished,
refrigerator
and need representatives everywhere.
stove if needed. Electric heat, Especially in Murray. Write at
private bath, watei furnished. once. P.O. Box 485, OWensboro,
Sl5C
Call 1656-R.
S15C Ky

30-Crawled

11-Garden
Imom
'eet

EXPERIENCED WAITRESS.
Please apply in person College I
Grill.
S15C

MAN BETWEEN the ages of 20
and 30 who has at least two
years of college or its equivalent
to travel in Kentucky or South- LOST: 3 BAGS of OASTS between Murray and Stella. If
ern Indiana for the Louisville
Courier-Journal and Times. This
position' will pay an above average salary plus travel expenses.
Apply to Mr. Ellis at the N -ition-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Anlaver to Yesterday's Puzzle

BE YOUR OWN BOSS

)0

4 ROOM HOUSE, unfurnished,
garage. Country home. Phone
1842-W.
S13P

ONE OF THE BEST Secretarial
positions in Murray needs an excellent seeretary
immediately.
Salary after learning the job
--

. 1-Ship channel
4-Challenges
9-Resort
12-Ventilate
13-Skip over
14-1.1ance step
111-,-Provided with

...NM, a

al Hotel Thursday evening or found notify Farmington Sweet
Friday morning. Stliteinher 20 or Feed Mill or Outland's Seed &
21.
S15C
Sl9C Popcorn.

Lost & Found

FOR RENT

M
UMENTS
Murray Marble and Granite Works
builders of fine memorials for over
halt centuy. Porter White, Maeager. Phone 121.
SI5C
--MONUMENTS first class material
granite and marble, large selection
partment.
S14NC styles, sizes. Call 85, home phone
Mt See at Calloway Monument
Works, Vester Orr, 'suer West
TWO GAS HEATING stoves, one
Main St., near college.
S73C
25 unit, one 60 unit and one gas
refrigerator 6 ft deluxe. If in- CLEARANCE SALE begins toWilson F, ley at day. Paint, dishes, hardware,
'h. 1646-W
SI5P electrical appliances at less than
cost. Urban G. Starks & Son,
S14C
ate Motor Scooter. S: 12th St., phone 1142.
miles. Looks like
SINGAR SEWING
repre
'ect condition. Cost
sanative in Murray. For sake.
il for $200. J. T.
seriece, repair contact Leon Hall,
:man, Ky. Ph. 2996. 1617
Farmer Pb. 1822-M • Trc
Si5P
THIS SPINET PIANO, fully
USED DOORS and
windows, guaranteed, will be transferred
good condition, 2 outside doors, locally to responsible party for
on
small
one overhead garage door and balance
payments.
one window. Ph. 1469-W. S15C Write Credit Mgr., Joplin Piano
Co., Box 784. Paducah, Ky.
S13C

.
"
0
- to altrol.b
ors

FOR SALE

PAGE SEVEN

will depend upon ability. Excellent English a requisite. Need!
good
sheithand
and
typing.
Bookkeeping important but simple, If interested, write letter LADY WITH CAR to accept
immediately, stating educational poz..tion. Guaranteed $35 first
background and working exper- week. Contact Mrs fiesta Goldience to Box 32-D.
6I4C en. Phone 1270-R.
315C

FOE COUPONS
ORIGINAL
ROGERS
SILVERPLATE

MURRAY WHOLESALE
GROCERY COMPANY

for
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FOOL!!-`BCILYNE GOING TO BE
A aHFIflR PRESIDENT!"
EVERY GIRL IN AMERICA
WILL BE AFTER >400.'7

Al Capp

NEITHER VOL) NOR THE
ref
, .-PRESIDEt... WILL BE ABLE
GET ANY WORK DON -Fr-SOLUTION:-IMMO/ THE,
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.BRIE an' SLATS%

Ranbmir Vaik
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AH, A G000 SIGHT, INDEED!:
OUR PRINCESS AND THE WEALTHY
AMERICAN HAVE BEEN EAPOSEu
10 THE MOON LONG ENOUGH FOR
THE HOT BREATH OF LOVE lb
.
HAVE SEARED THEM BOTH
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-theSworaterStorq
The new look in sweaters is

•Fol

softer, more detailed,
very flattering. Choose now from
t1I

our big selection.

It's a girl's world of wonderful coats, this fall, and we've a wide

Ladies Orlon

selection of the very newest styles. in the very nicest colors and

COAT STYLE SWEATERS
$3.95 to $5.95

fabrics.. We've coats_ with hoods, with back interest, double•

breasted coats, tweed coats... in short, just everything to please

•

New Fall Orlon

young fashionplates..

$595 to 00:50

Ladies New Coat Style

ALL WOOL SWEATERS
$3.95 to $5.95

Girls New For

5.95 to 7.95
H
RAIN COATS

Children,

SWEATERS
CHILDRESS NEW

Clairess-Rares

Childrens Nylon

59c.& 79c

PANTIES

full
of
fashion

Nylon or Wool
oat Style Slip Over

25c & 39c

PANTIES

I)

SLIP OVER SWEATERS
$2.95 to $3.95

DRESSES

$1.98 to $4.95

Ladies All Wool
Slip Over

New Ban-Lon
Coat Style

SWEATERS
$2.95 - $3.95

SWEATERS
$8.95

ADIES NEW /FALL TEE SH15186~ $1 - $1.98 - $2.95

Cinderella

Children, Cotton

441

TRAINING PANTS . .

. 25c
I

Childrens Fancy Free

Nanette

.

TEE SHIRTS . . . . $1 t $1.9

$295 to $595

lommummi,
CHILDRESS •

BLUE JEANS
fsli coots $1.00 to $1.49

fr

4

‘-•

GIRL"

BLUE DENIM JEANS
$1.98 ,

h. what a wonderful season for. coats' Whether you like the sophistication

Lingerie that's slender but easy, to
fit beautifully under fall fashions
. . and, lingerie that's lavish with

of slim lines or the flattery of graceful fullness, you'll find

GIRLS

a fashion-wise, coat that's lust-to your fancy, this falL

the luxurious but practical trim-

SOLID COLOR JEANS

mings that fair ladies love. Find

Red - Gum - Black - Faded Blue

it here!

$1.98

And the easiest, thriftiest way to find that coat is to shop our

•

brand new, gand .new group. Co:ne in. you're sure to be glad you did!

LADIES NEW FALL

SKIRTS
Flannel - Tweed - Worsted

16" '45
$195°

$1.98 to $10.95

To

LADIES

LADIES NYLON

SEAM-PROOF

NYLON SLIPS

SLIPS

White - Assorted Colors
NEW FALL

PRINT DRESSES
$1.98 - $2.95 - $3.95

Ladies
y

LADIES NEW FALL

COTTON DRESSES
Dar* - Solid - Plaid - Stripes

;5.95 to $10.95

to $45

LADIES NEW FAIL

COTTON BLOUSES

Graceful
Lines
To Flatter
You In This
Season's

Lovely Colors and Styles

$1.98 and $2.95

BELK

Aad
Materials

.

.

BLUE SWAN

CAN-CAN

$395 and $595

$395 and $595

LADIES COTTON

LADIES

LADIES BLUE SWAN

COTTON SLIPS
Regular and Half Sizes

$1 and $198

SLIPS
$395 and $595

LADIES NEW FALL

BROADCLOTH
$295

and $395

HAND BAGS
to $4.95 phis tax

I

Every Occasion
F;

PAJAMAS

LADIES NEW FALL

HATS
Latest Styles

GOWNS
$295 and $595

s n
i

$1

SETTLE Corn an

.
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